Differential expression of immediate early genes in rubrospinal neurons following axotomy in rat.
Many immediate early genes are rapidly and transiently expressed in the central nervous system following a variety of stimuli. Damage to the axons of peripheral and certain central neurons has been shown to result in a long-term increase in expression of c-Jun in the parent cell bodies. In the peripheral nervous system this increased expression of c-Jun protein and mRNA develops over 24 h following sciatic nerve section and is maintained if the damaged nerve is ligated, but returns to basal levels if the peripheral nerve is allowed to regenerate. Here, we report on the response of rubrospinal neurons to spinal cord hemisection at levels C3 and T10. c-Jun expression was first seen at 12 h post-lesion in a limited number of rubral neurons. The number of positively stained neurons increased up to 10 days post-lesion and then declined over the following weeks. By 7 weeks post-lesion there was still evidence of c-Jun immunoreactivity in both large and other clearly atrophic rubrospinal neurons. c-Fos immunoreactivity was seen only at 12-48 h in a small number of rubrospinal neurons. Evidence from retrograde tracing experiments following fluorogold application to the hemisected cord suggested that all c-Jun-positive neurons projected into the spinal cord. No c-Jun response was seen following a lesion at T10.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)